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Wrapped Around Your Finger
Metal Clay Rings
by Carrie Story

Materials
20 grams Fine Silver Clay Brass brush and/or other polishing tools
Non-stick rolling pin Torch or kiln
Playing cards or depth measuring slats Oil paste
Olive oil or Slik balm Nail files, metal files or baby wipes
Tissue blade or craft knife Plastic wrap
Non-stick surface Textures
Kiln safe gem stone

Instructions
This ring design will be made in two stages, firing the top and band separately, then joining
and refiring.

1) Set up your workspace. Anything that comes in contact with the clay should be covered with a
light coating of olive oil or other resist agent. This includes your hands and non-stick surface.

2) Choose and shape and texture for the top of your ring (signet). Working quickly, roll out the clay
using playing cards or measuring slats to regulate thickness. Keep any unused clay tightly
wrapped in a piece of plastic wrap. The finished thickness (post stamping) should be 4 cards
thick. Judge the depth of your stamp, roll your clay 2 cards thicker than your stamp. Impress
texture into clay with rubber stamps or texture sheets. Trim outer shape. Choose a place for
your CZ and set in clay. Use paste to set stone if necessary. If you would like a domed signet,
place the clay on a curved surface to dry.

3) Calculate the size of your ring shank. The shank will be rolled 5 cards thick.
Measure the size of your finger in millimeters: 60mm
Add twice the thickness of the shank (5 cards): +3mm = 63mm
Multiply by 1.09 to compensate for shrinkage: 63 * 1.09 = 66.67mm
Subtract 5mm to adjust for gap under signet: 66.67 - 5 = 61.67mm

4) Roll the clay for the ring shank. Start by hand-rolling a long log. This will help achieve the length
required for the shank. Roll the clay 5 cards thick. If you would like texture on the shank, lightly
depress a texture sheet on the clay. Do not put a deep texture on your ring shank as it may
cause cracking while bending. Cut the shank to calculated length and desired width. Set aside
to dry.

5) If you have any cracks, this is the time to fill them with a bit of paste on a paint brush. Dry again.
Repeat until the crack is fixed. Support piece on a rubber block as you work. Use sandpaper,
nail file or baby wipes to refine edges. If baby wipes are used, let piece dry again. Use
sandpaper to file a 45ᵒ angle at each end of your ring shank.

6) Fire the signet in the kiln at full ramp, 1640ᵒ for 10 minutes.
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7) Torch fire the ring shank for a minimum of 3 minutes.

8) Bend your ring shank around a mandrel. Using your thumbs against the metal, start in the
middle of the shank and press to bend. Move outward, keeping your thumbs together, until the
shank is the size required. Check your fit on your finger and with the signet.

9) Join the signet to the shank by using oil paste. The paste should fill all cracks and cover the
edges of the shank where attached to the signet. You may also add a flat piece of clay to the
back to cover the attachment.

10) Polish your ring with a brass brush for a satin finish. For a shinny finish, use polishing papers or
rotary tool. You can also use the burnishing tool to shine smaller areas. The more time and
effort you spend the better. For polishing papers, start with the heaviest grit, then slowly work
your way down to the fine grit.

11) After refining you can use Liver of Sulfur or other patina options.


